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“Howes' Illnesses of the Famous: 

Mohammed Ali” 
 
Cassius Marcellus Clay, Jr., aka Mohammed Ali, was born in Louisville, Ky. 

In 1942, and went on to become one of the most famous people in the world, even 

though his protest as a conscientious objector shielded him from being drafted into the 

American military and to his being labeled, by some, as a "draft dodger."  Ultimately, 

he became known as "The Greatest."  As a kid, Ali was coaxed into boxing by a police 

officer who had witnessed Mohammed's astonishing rage after the 12 year old had his 

bicycle stolen and promised to "whup whoever stole it."  Ali channeled his rage and 

became a very capable boxer, winning many Golden Glove matches in the 1950s and 

1960s and a Summer Olympics gold medal.  Following a number of racial incidents, 

one in a "whites-only" restaurant, Ali threw the gold medal into the Ohio River.  In 

1967, Sonny Liston refused to leave his corner in the seventh round, making Ali the 

heavyweight world champion.  Today's rumors are that the mafia "fixed" this fight.  

After the Liston fight, Ali announced he had become a Black Muslim and changed his 

name to Mohammed Ali. He said, "I ain't got no quarrel with those Vietcong."    By 

refusing induction in the U.S. Army, the ravaged warrior, had his WBA title stripped 

away, was fined $10.000 and was barred from boxing, until he fought his way back to a 

match with Jerry Quarry. His unorthodox boxing style, of keeping his hands low and 

quick feet, worked in coordination with his 6' 3" frame.  He would try to break his 

opponent's concentration by continually dancing around the ring, which led to his 

popularized quote: "Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee."  In 1971, a devastating left 

hook from "Smoking Joe Frazier" cost him his title but the Supreme Court reversed the 

1967 draft-evasion conviction.  In the 1974 "Rumble in the Jungle", he knocked out 

George Foreman and later lost to Leon Spinks but later beat Spinks in 1978.  Larry 

Holmes brutalized Ali in 1980 and Ali quit in 1981 with a record of 56-5, with early 

signs of Parkinson's.  He taunted opponents with a flippant tongue and rhyming 

couplets during their fights.  He used a trick of the famous wrestler, Gorgeous George, 

who would predict the round in which he would win the bout.  In 1984, at the age of 

42, Ali was diagnosed with pugilistic (boxer's) Parkinson's Disease.  Some believe his 

condition is related to repeated head trauma, called being "punch drunk." 

In the America that I love, in 1996, Ali lit the Olympics cauldron and he 

received a second gold medal to replace to the one he pitched away 36 years earlier.  

Hang in there, Champ. 
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